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PRESENTATION

� CHINATECH.RIO is designed to be the evolution of the traditional concept of

CHINATOWN present in several cities of the world.

� We pursue with this evolution an inclusive and inclusive environment among peoples 

and cultures around the emerging technological theme - Bigdata, IoT, AI, Blockchain, VR, 

exploring exchange between startups, knowledge, new products and events in line with 

the Cooperation Protocols signed in 2017 between the City of Rio de Janeiro and the 

cities of Shanghai, Shenzhen, Beijing and Macau.
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�The CHINATECH concept to associate 

to ChinaTech.RIO Project the cutting-edge aspect 

of Chinese digital technology, adopting the TECH 

suffix  as 

is a contemporary interpretation 

of the Chinatown concept compatible with the new 

practices of China's technological leadership 

positioning in the world.

The CHINATECH.RIo concept
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STRATEGY

Saara* has more than 1250 stores that form the 

largest open-air shopping center in the city of Rio 

de Janeiro with a massive Chinese presence.

Porto 21 - Creative District of Porto Maravilha - is

the demarcation of an area of   1,726 million m²

located in the heart of Porto Maravilha region

designed to receive specific incentives and become

the largest hub in Rio de Janeiro for Technology,

Innovation, Creative Economy and Living Lab.

Connecting Saara to Porto Maravilha is the great

opportunity in Rio de Janeiro to create a driving

axis of economic development taking advantage of

the Chinese leadership in the technological field

and in the digital future of the world.

* SAARA - Society of Friends of the Adjacencies of Alfândega Street
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OBJECTIVE

� To spread Chinese tradition by integrating it with the local community, favoring the creation 

of a Sino-Carioca cultural environment conducive to partnerships of common interest; 

� Allow cultural characterization related to Chinese cities and regions, in line with the various 

existing Chinatowns in the world, in partnership with strategic areas of municipal 

administration infrastructure;

� Connecting Porto Maravilha to Saaara, creating a driving axis of economic development;

� Encourage the urban recovery and infrastructure of the Porto Maravilha

region.



� It realizes and follows-up on the protocols of intention

signed between Rio and the Chinese cities of Macao,

Beijing, Hangzhou, Shanghai and Shenzhen;

� It creates an environment for the gathering and reunion of the

Chinese community in Rio;

� Makes the commercialization and evangelization of the products

and Chinese services feasible;

� Interconnects the city's main popular shopping area with the

innovation and technology hub, currently in installation phase in an

already revitalized area;
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JUSTIFICATION

� Creates the opportunity for the urban revitalization of the Porto Maravilha region;

� It provides an environment to foster the exchange of Chinese and

Brazilian solutions, especially those focused on the futures market (of innovation and

technology);

� It stimulates business development and the entry of foreign currency to the city of Rio;

� Creates conditions for Chinese products to compete with the already traditional

installed North American market.
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INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

Like in other parts of the world:

� Passing of legislation (Decrees) for geographical demarcation;

� Celebration of partnerships for local cultural characterization and revitalization of the

area;

� Celebration of institutional partnerships;

� Strengthening the business environment through the provision of technologies.



� Urban adaptations;

� Lighting;

� Recovery of local urban vegetation;

� Restoration of facades and internal areas of

historic buildings;

� Implantation / modernization of connectivity

infrastructure.
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INFRASTRUCTURE



� There are an estimated 800 local properties,

including offices, whole buildings, floors, and

privately owned warehouses available for

trading;

� Potential municipal counterparts to investing

in CHINATECH: 15 public buildings, 3 Parks

(out of which 1 is located under a viaduct) and

1 Square for exploration of events and cultural

environment;

� To take advantage of the financial benefits of

the protected Heritage properties through

cultural incentives deductible in taxes. AEI
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OCCUPATIONAL POTENTIAL
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LOGISTICAL FACILITIES

�Light Rail Transit (VLT tram), Subway, Bus, Cable Car and Cycle Route.

�Proximity to the Municipal Bus Station, Central do Brasil and connections with Santos

Dumont (regional) and Tom Jobim (international) airports.

�International hotel chains in the region and in its surroundings by the 2014 World Cup

and the 2016 Olympic Games.

�Telecommunications infrastructure with fiber optic cabling and 700 km of urban

infrastructure network.

�Event warehouses and railway stations.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS

� Firjan and the S System

� Supervia

� IPHAN and Historic Heritage Institute

� AquaRio

� Light

� CDURP

� Museums

� INT - National Institute of Technology

� UFRJ Technology Park

� Fiocruz

� IMPA

� Genesis-PUC

� Municipal Development Agency
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MAP
PORTO MARAVILHA LOCATION

SOURCE: PORTO MARAVILHA -

CDURP
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MAP
CHINATECH.RIO LOCATION

SITES AND TRANSPORT
Cable Car

Train Station

Metro Station

VLT Stop

CHINATECH.RIO Delimitation
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MAP
PORTO 21

Delimitation of the incentive area of   PL Porto 21

CHINATECH.RIO Delimitation

Porto Maravilha Delimitation
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MAP
URBAN ZONE

SPECIAL AREA 1

RESIDENTIAL AREA 3

RESIDENTIAL AREA 5

MIXED USE ZONE

CENTRAL AREA 1

CENTRAL AREA 2

SAGAS CULTURAL PROTECTION AREA

CHINATECH.RIO DELIMITATION
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MAP
MAJOR ENTERPRISES AND CONSTRUCTIONS PORTO MARAVILHA - CDURP

Institucional

Cultural

Comercial

Residencial

Hotel

Outros
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SAARA

� The Sahara is one of the most traditional and dynamic areas of popular trade in RIO.

� Distributed by 11 streets that host around 1250 stores where the predominant activity is the

retail trade.

� Originally occupied by immigrants from the turn of the nineteenth century to the twentieth

century, this region was characterized by the peculiar feature of a mixture of ethnicities and

cultures, more recently occupied by Asians.

� Its architectural set is distinctive by the area 

urban evolution where ecletic mansions of two and three 

floors from the same period are predominant. 



PORTO MARAVILHA

� Porto Maravilha emerged from the urban renewal

initiative of the port area of   Rio de Janeiro under the

Program of Rehabilitation of Central Urban Areas

launched in 2003 by the National Secretariat of Urban

Programs of the Ministry of Cities.

� Porto Novo Consortium developed an economic-

financial model based on a real estate investment fund

and the issuance of Additional Building Potential

Certificates (CEPACs).

� Concept of urban mobility in the Center and Port

Region. The new system favors collective public

transport, enhancing the idea of   living close to work. AEI
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� Expression of Interest Proposal.

� Technical Study of Urban Re-qualification.

� Development of a Public-Private Partnership, or

another type of partnership that best fits the

purpose.

� Decree of the Area as Special Economic Interest

(EEIG).
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IMPLEMENTATION
PROCESS
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